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Subject: FW: Google Alert - wisconsin redistricting
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From: Google Alerts [mailto:googlealerts-noreply@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2011 10:01 AM
To: Carol Bannen
Subject: Google Alert - wisconsin redistricting

News

WISCONSIN AFL-CIO says Republican redistricting plans cut Democrat Nancy ...
PolitiFact
Wisconsin AFL-CIO says Republican redistricting plans cut Democrat Nancy Nusbaum out of "her state Senate district by a half a block." Redistricting is required by law every 10 years to adjust districts to account for population shifts. ...
See all stories on this topic »

Redistricting proposal creates a split in DeForest, Windsor
Wisconsin State Journal
"There is absolutely no reason to split such small communities like DeForest and Windsor," said Mike McCabe, director of the Wisconsin Democracy Campaign, a government watchdog group that recently released an alternative redistricting plan. ...
See all stories on this topic »

Barca and Pocan respond to Assembly Redistricting vote
Dane101
Assembly Democratic Leader Peter Barca (D-Kenosha) released the following statement on Assembly passage of the Republicans' redistricting plan. "This gerrymandered Republican map is not only a blatant, partisan power grab - it makes Wisconsin a more ...

1/9/2012
"Stop rigging state's political maps" - I AGREE! Do YOU?
Janesville Gazette (blog)
And his call for reforming the ridiculous and offensive redistricting process deserves wide public support. I agree! Do YOU? If you want to check out the redistricting map from our WI State Senate, check out the WSJ's link to the interactive map...
See all stories on this topic »

Tearing up Beloit's map
Beloit Daily News
Redistricting is constitutionally required at the municipal, county and state level every 10 years to fit population changes indicated by the US census. When census data was made available in March, a Rock County committee had 60 days to produce a...
See all stories on this topic »

Assembly reinstates wait for jobless benefits, at odds with Senate
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
Redistricting is required every 10 years to account for population shifts recorded by the US census. Republicans have moved quickly on their maps, which will allow them to be in place before the recall elections. The new maps would take effect in the...
See all stories on this topic »

Inching Toward A Deal On The Debt Ceiling
NPR
But she may not be long for this world or at least the political world - her district may be merged with Henry Waxman in the new redistricting in California. So we don't know what her long-range plans are. Still two vacant seats in the House...
See all stories on this topic »

How to Understand Obama's Chances in 2012
The American
The Jacksonian region is significantly more Republican in 2010 than in 2002-2004; this is in part a result of the 2003 Texas redistricting plan, which resulted in the retirement or defeat of several white Democratic House members, but it is also a...
See all stories on this topic »
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Any advice expressed in this writing as to tax matters was neither written nor intended by the sender or Reinhart Boerner Van Deuren s.c. to be used and cannot be used by any taxpayer for the purpose of avoiding tax penalties that may be imposed on the taxpayer. If any such tax advice is made to any person or party other than to our client to whom the advice is directed and intended, then the advice expressed is being delivered to support the promotion or marketing (by a person other than Reinhart Boerner Van Deuren s.c.) of the transaction or matter discussed or referenced. Each taxpayer should seek advice based on the taxpayer's particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor.
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